The TIMECENTER icon on the cover combines two "arrows." These "arrows" are letters in the so-called Rune alphabet used one millennium ago by the Vikings, as well as by their precedessors and successors. The Rune alphabet (second phase) has 16 letters, all of which have angular shapes and lack horizontal lines because the primary storage medium was wood. Runes may also be found on jewelry, tools, and weapons and were perceived by many as having magic, hidden powers.
Introduction
Data storage technologies continue to outperform Moore's Law and thus advance at a rapidly increasing pace. As a consequence, in his Turing Award lecture, Jim Gray predicted that there will be sold more data storage in the 18 months following his lecture than had been sold previously in all of history. Also, experience shows that data storage will be exploited to store increasing amounts of data as soon as it becomes available. The increasing amounts of data introduce new complexity in data management, offering new challenges.
This paper presents a new and flexible mechanism termed persistent views, or P-views for short, that helps managing such increasing amounts of data in append-only databases. Briefly, P-views are views that are immune to disciplined physical deletion, but function as regular views in the context of insertions, (logical) deletions, and updates. P-views offer the following benefits:
They allow physical deletions to weed out data that no longer is desired while retaining continuously important information. For example, reasons for physically deleting data may be that data is outdated, inaccurate, no longer needed by any applications, or, that data must be deleted because it is traceable to specific individuals.
They enable access to anonymous aggregate information based on detailed, possibly traceable, data that is to be physically deleted.
They provide access control, eliminating access to base data.
The paper shows how P-views, in a flexible and user-friendly manner, enable the retention of, e.g., select, aggregate, or summary data, while also enabling the deletion of detailed data. When data is physically deleted from base relations on which P-views are defined, the base data that is necessary to compute the P-views and thus render them immune to the deletions is automatically and transparently extracted and retained. The paper offers a provably correct foundation for accomplishing this extraction and thus implementing P-views. (It should be noted that P-views are independent of the specific mechanism chosen for physical deletion.)
For illustration, consider click-stream data. Here, it may be desirable to retain only a high-granularity summary of web-usage data when this reaches a certain age. This summary data may be specified as one or several P-views, upon which the old, detailed access data may be physically deleted. The implementation of P-views ensures that detail data is reflected correctly in the summary data before it is physically deleted. This and another example application of P-views will be discussed more extensively in the next section.
Applications of P-Views
To illustrate the utility of P-views in append-only databases, a few possible applications are outlined.
The activity of analyzing click-stream data obtained from web servers is rapidly becoming an essential activity for e-businesses [7] : The purpose may be to do business analysis, user-behavior analysis [3] , or to produce adaptive web sites [9, 10] . Because bulks of click-stream data are continuously being accumulated for such analyses, it is becoming increasingly important for IT departments to control the growth in data volumes.
Perhaps, the IT department wants to control the growth in data volumes by removing data more than 1 years old. This may be motivated by the observation that most of this data is inaccurate by now. However, the Marketing department wishes to trace business performance further back because they then can compare the effect of past marketing strategies during changes in the market.
A solution for the IT department is to use a disciplined physical deletion strategy, while simultaneously providing the Marketing department with a P-view with statistics on satisfaction measures, such as killed and completed sessions by time interval, or access patterns for each part of the web-site. This will enable the physical deletion of most data more than 1 year old, thus satisfying the need for growth control, while also satisfying the Marketing department.
Example:
As a specific example, to be used throughout the paper, assume an e-business application that provides on-line news. Here, information is extracted from the click-stream data, is combined with customer and author information, and is then entered into the two relations news and access in Figure 1 .
News items are represented, by type of media (i.e., whether it is plain text, XML, MPG video, audio, etc.,) title, author name, and author address. Similarly the user's access to news items is represented by The IT department wants to physically delete access data registered more than one year ago. However, the Marketing department wants to trace the access patterns to different news articles. The following P-view will ensure that the necessary information is available.
Define P-view P as: Agg´ AE Û×Á Î Ì AEÓÇ ×× count´ ×× ××Á µµ´Ò Û× ½ ÓÒ ××µ (1) where ÓÒ denotes Ò Û× AE Û×Á ×× AE Û×Á Ò Û× Ì Ì ×× Î Ì Ò Û× Ì Ì . This query uses the aggregate formation operator, Agg [8] . It partitions the join result on attributes AE Û×Á Î Ì , introduces a new attribute, AEÓÇ ××, and stores in this attribute in each tuple the result of computing count´ ×× ××Á µ on the group that the tuple participates in. Also, the aggregate formation operator projects on the grouping attributes and the new aggregate attribute, and it eliminates duplicates. The query thus computes for each news item and each day the number of accesses to the news item that day. P-views are formally defined in Section 3.3.
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Criminal records provide another application of P-views. The availability of such records is helpful in the investigation of unsolved crimes, and may also help composing effective crime prevention campaigns. For both purposes, all records are helpful independently of the specifics of the offense and the offender.
However, many rules influence what may be kept on record and how the information may be used. Specifically, records of certain minor offenses by juveniles must be removed when the offender reaches legal age. This conflicts with the general interest in crime prevention. For example, access to the records of minor offenses amongst juveniles will reveal which offenses are "popular," the areas with high concentration of offenses, and the backgrounds of the offenders.
These conflicting interests may be managed by applying P-views. Physical deletion can be specified based on the date-of-birth and the category of the offense. P-views can be defined that offer a variety of non-traceable statistics on minor offenses by year, age, background, as well as location and type of offense. The traceable data used for the aggregations will no longer be accessible.
Definition of Persistent Views
We proceed to precisely define P-views. First we introduce in turn the underlying relation structures and physical deletion.
Time and Temporal Relation Structures
Let Ì be a finite, non-empty set of times Ø with total order . Also let AEÇÏ be a variable evaluating to the current time [4] . We use Ø ÒÓÛ for the time in Ì that corresponds to the current value of AEÇÏ , and we use Ì AEÇÏ to denote the set Ì including the variable AEÇÏ . Next, we define the meaning of a time value in Ì AEÇÏ .
DEFINITION 1
For times Ø ¾ Ì and Ø ¼ ¾ Ì AEÇÏ , the meaning, or value,
Next, assume a set of non-empty domains and a set of attributes. Also, let Ì Ì and Ì Ì be distinguished attributes (capturing transaction time). 
DEFINITION 2 A temporal database schema is defined as a finite set of temporal relation schemas. A temporal relation schema is defined as a pair of (i) a set of user-defined attributes that together with
A temporal relation is then a set of tuples, with each tuple being a function assigning values to the attributes such that the interval represented by Ì Ì and Ì Ì starts no later than it ends and such that Ì Ì is AEÇÏ if Ì Ì is the current time. A tuple Ù is current at time Ø if and only if Ù Ì Ì Ø Ù Ì Ì ℄℄ Ø and simply current if it is current at Ø ÒÓÛ .
Physical Deletion
Transaction-time relations are effectively append only, with conventional deletions assuming a purely logical effect. We thus introduce a new facility for physical deletion, termed vacuuming. (Note that P-views are not dependent of the specific choice of physical deletion facility.)
Using vacuuming, specifications are stored in a special temporal relation that expresses what is to be physically deleted. Let Î×Ô be the attribute of this relation that ranges over a domain of vacuuming specification parts, Ú. This domain contains values of the form " ´Êµ ´Êµ," where Ê is a relation, is the standard selection operator, and is a Boolean expression that may involve the attributes of Ê; symbol denotes either or , specifying either a removal or a keep specification. The full syntax is given in Figure 2 . A temporal vacuuming specification part, Ú, is a tuple assigning values from the domain described above to the Î×Ô attribute, and values from Ì and Ì AEÇÏ to Ì Ì and Ì Ì , respectively. A temporal vacuuming specification Î is a temporal relation consisting of temporal vacuuming specification parts. Additional detail is offered elsewhere [11, 13] .
Example:
Continuing the example from Section 2, a removal specification part for relation ×× is given next. In its lifetime, it specifies removal of the tuples that have a valid time (Î Ì ) with a value less or equal to ¿ units less than current time, i.e., tuples time-stamped more than 356 time units (days) ago.
The effect of a vacuuming specification Î on a relation Ê is expressed in terms of the set of tuples remaining in Ê. This set is termed the vacuumed relation, denoted by´Ê Î µ. This states that a vacuumed relation is the original relation Ê where all data selected by any removal specification part ( ´Êµ) is omitted, except from the data selected by a keep specification part ( ´Êµ). For a tuple to be selected by a vacuuming specification part, it must satisfy the selection criteria at some time during the lifetime of the specification part (see [11, 13] for further details).
DEFINITION 4

Let
DEFINITION 5
A vacuumed temporal database is defined as a set of temporal relations vacuumed according to the vacuuming specification.
P-Views
Sections 1 and 2 briefly stated and illustrated the goals of P-views. Consistent with those discussions, Pviews do not interfere with physical deletion; but seen through a P-view, it should appear as if physical deletion has stopped at the time of definition of the P-view.
To make this precise, assume a database given to the aggregate attribute achieved by using the aggregate function ÙÒ grouped on Ä, and denotes an attribute name. Some conventional semantic constraints must also be followed. Let Now, we can define the semantics of a P-view.
DEFINITION 6
Let a P-view, given by "Define P-view P as È ÜÔ, " be entered into the database at time È ÜÔ Ì Ì . Then the semantics of È ÜÔ, at time Ø È ÜÔ Ì Ì is defined as follows.
where ÓÚ Ö is any set of tuples satisfying the property
This means that the P-view is defined as the expression È ÜÔ evaluated on the union of two elements. The first of these denotes a database to which some vacuuming is applied. The database is at time Ø, ℄℄ Ø . The vacuuming applied to this database is given by Î ℄℄ È ÜÔ Ì Ì ½ AEÇÏ È ÜÔ Ì Ì ½℄, which denotes Î at time È ÜÔ Ì Ì ½ where occurrences of AEÇÏ are replaced by È ÜÔ Ì Ì ½. This stops all vacuuming as of this time.
Next, imagine that another P-view was defined prior to the definition of the P-view with expression È ÜÔ. This earlier P-view will logically have stopped the vacuuming at the time of its definition. Rather than performing complex bookkeeping, a P-view is simply evaluated also on all such extra data. This is the data in ÓÚ Ö .
So a P-view is logically evaluated on the current database, where the applied vacuuming is terminated at the time the P-view is defined, union some data that derives from vacuuming having been terminated due to earlier P-views.
Example:
The example from Section 2 involves two relations news and access, (see Figure 1 for the unvacuumed representations.) A vacuuming specification Î is given next, and with this vacuuming in effect, the relation ×× current at time ¼ is as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 : Relation´ ×× Î µ at Time ¼ Next, assume the P-view in Equation (1) in Section 2 is defined at time ¼¼. Had this been submitted as a regular query, the result would have been based on the unvacuumed relation news in Figure 1 and the vacuumed relation´ ×× Î µ presented in Figure 4 , resulting in the relation ´½ ¿¼ ¾µ ´¿ ¿¼ ¿µ . However defined as a P-view, it is evaluated on the relations´Ò Û× Î ℄℄ AEÇÏ ℄µ and´ ×× Î ℄℄ AEÇÏ ℄µ. Rewinding and terminating the vacuuming specification at time gives the relation Î containing the tuple shown below. Since the vacuuming specification part was defined before time , it is present, but has now been terminated.
This means that only tuples with timestamps (Î Ì ) less than ½ ¿ ( ¿ ) are vacuumed by the specification. This leaves the relation access as given in Figure 1 , and the P-view will evaluate to the relation ´½ ¿¼ ¿µ ´½ ¿¼ ¾µ ´¾ ¿¼¿ ¾µ ´¿ ¿¼ ¿µ .
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Implementation Framework
Having defined P-views, we present a framework for implementing them. This framework uses so-called shadow relations, which are presented first. Then the predicates that control which tuples are entered into these shadow relations are derived. Finally, a correctness proof for the framework is described.
Retaining Data in Shadow Relations
The strategy for implementing vacuuming is to create a filter that hides the tuples that qualify for vacuuming, and then to actually physically delete these tuples in an asynchronous/lazy manner [11] . When adding support for P-views, instead of simply physically deleting a tuple, it needs to be evaluated if the tuple is necessary for evaluating a P-view; if so, it is necessary to retain the tuple. For this purpose, we equip each relation with a so-called shadow relation that has the same schema as that relation. Then P-views must be evaluated on the base relations as well as their shadow relations.
The decision procedure for physical deletion, AE Û Ð Ø , is given next.
DEFINITION 7
Let Ö be a set of tuples that are to be vacuumed from relation Ê, let Ê Ë be the shadow relation of Ê, and let È Ê be the predicate (to be specified later) that specifies all tuples that may be necessary for evaluating a P-view. Procedure AE Û Ð Ø is defined as follows.
Specification of Shadow Relation Predicates
The overall framework for the specification is described, followed by base-step specifications and remaining specifications for selection and aggregate formation.
Overall Framework
The definition of AE Û Ð Ø uses the shadow relation predicate È Ê on relation Ê, which specifies the tuples that may be necessary for evaluation of any P-view. This predicate is derived structurally from the P-view expressions that have been defined by the user.
DEFINITION 8
We (6)- (27), we define the semantics of a P-view expression È ÜÔ in terms of its structure (as specified in Figure 3 ). We let , , and be P-view expressions and assume that all selection predicates are in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF).
The equations are presented in blocks, and some equations are explained through examples. As metasyntax, we use to denote combination. The application of each basic equation, Equations (6)- (8), essentially adds a disjunct to predicate È Ê , rendering the order in which predicates are collected unimportant. Thus, combination is symmetric.
We use for combining the semantics of several P-view expressions, independently of the order of definition.
Base Steps for Selection and Aggregate Formation
We first define the base steps, which have a direct effect on the predicates collected in state ×. Each base step introduces predicates stating, that tuples satisfying this predicate have to be saved in the shadow relation, to enable a correct evaluation of the P-views. Because tuples satisfying the predicates are indispensable, the predicates are combined with existing predicates using disjunction.
Ë × Agg´Ä ÙÒ´ µµ´Ê µ℄℄×
As usual, È Ê´Êµ is all tuples in Ê that satisfy È Ê . When we apply È Ê to a tuple, we replace all attribute names in È Ê with Ù . To make Equation (8) well defined, we define the values of the following Ñ Ò-and Ñ Ü -expressions for a tuple Ù in relation Ê.
Equations (6)- (8) provide the base cases for implementing P-views via shadow relations. We exemplify Equation (8) .
Example:
Building on the running example from Section 2, assume the following P-view is the only P-view defined on the relation ××.
Agg´ AE Û×Á Ä ×Ø ×× Ñ Ü´Î Ì µµ´ ××µ
Before defining the P-view we have that È ×× Ð× . Using Equation (8), the set of attributes Ä to group on is the single attribute AE Û×Á and is thus non-empty, and the function is Ñ Ü . Thus, × È ×× Evaluating this on the tuples in the order of the ××Á -value results in the tuples ¾ ½¼ being inserted into ×× Ë . So, while relation ×× is empty, its shadow relation is the one presented in Figure 5 .
AccessId NewsId Domain
UserId Î Ì Ì Ì Ì Ì 
Remaining Base Steps
The next part of the base semantics of P-views is expressed in Equations (9)- (13), covering the remaining operators´ ´µ ¢ µ. Each equation defines the semantics of one operator independently of the others.
Equation (9) accounts for projections in a P-view expression. Since a shadow relation has the same schema as the corresponding base relation, and since the result of a projection may still include values from all tuples in the argument , the equation states that the semantics of projection on is the same as the semantics of . Thus, projection does not eliminate any tuples.
Example:
To illustrate, consider the P-view ÓÑ Ò ´ ××µ. Assuming that È ×× Ð× , application of Equations (9) and (6) ¤ Equation (13) covers the use of set difference in P-views. To calculate a set difference, both the left and the right argument is needed. Thus, the semantics of is the semantics of combined with the semantics of .
The following P-view illustrates Equation (13) and makes use of Equation (7) twice.
ÓÑ Ò 'aol.com'´ ××µ AE Û×Á ¾´ ××µ
Using the equations, and assuming no other P-views, we optain the following derivation. 
General Steps for Selection
The basic equations considered so far define operators and Agg based on a base relation Ê. Next, we define the semantics of selection in relation to a general expression È ÜÔ. We cover the operator in relation to each of the 7 operators available. Specifically, Equations (14)- (20) 
In Equation (19), Ô ¢ is required to be in CNF. Thus, Ô ¢ Ô Ô Ô , where Ô Ô and Ô are in CNF. The conjuncts in Ô only refer to attributes from expression , the conjuncts in Ô only involve attributes from expression , and those in Ô involve attributes from both and . Equation (15) defines the semantics for a selection based on the result from the aggregate formation operator. This is illustrated next.
Example:
Consider the P-view below. Ë × Ô ´Agg´Ä ÙÒ´ µµ´ µµ℄℄× Ë × Ô ´ µ Agg´Ä ÙÒ´ µµ´ µ℄℄× where Ô denotes the conjunct from Ô that refers only to attributes in . Then the example evaluates to × È ×× Ð× AE Û×Á ¾ Ñ Ü´Î Ì by AE Û×Á µ℄, which would result in the tuples ½ ¾ ½¼ being moved to the shadow relation. Thus the P-view would still evaluate to the correct result, but more tuples would be saved in the shadow relations. Thus the semantics in Equation (15) is preferable.
¤
and . The selection predicate may involve expressions on attributes from , , or on a combination of their attributes. An example follows.
Example:
The following P-view illustrates Equation (19).
Here, base relations ×× and Ò Û× take the role of and , respectively. The predicate is in CNF and has three parts:
Each of these predicates must hold for a tuple from the Cartesian product to be indispensable. Therefore, when the predicates only on attributes in ×× , i.e., Ô ×× , do not hold for the tuples ¾ , nor will they hold for those tuples in the Cartesian product that involve these. However, a predicate such as´ ×× Î Ì Ò Û× Ì Ì Ò Û× Ì Ì AEÇÏ µ cannot be evaluated based on tuples from one relation alone. The first part clearly involves tuples from both relations. Thus, not all predicates can be used directly on or to separate the disposable tuples from the indispensable ones.
The semantics of the P-view is derived as follows using Equations (19) and (7).
General Steps for Aggregate Formation
The last group of equations concern the aggregate formation operator. These are defined in Equations (21) In Equation (27), is the set of attributes in and is the set of attributes in . Note that in Equation (21), using also the semantics from the aggregation would at most result in maintaining more tuples in the shadow relations than with the current definition, only tuples in the selection result are used in the aggregation. A similar line of reasoning underlies the design of Equations (22) and (26).
Equation (26) defines the semantics for the aggregate formation operator based on the set difference between two expressions, and . The following example explains this equation.
Example:
Consider the following P-view and the relations ×× ½ and ×× ¾ shown in Figures 6 and 7 Thus, all tuples in the two relations will be moved to the shadow relations, and evaluation of the aggregate formation operator will be based on the correct set of tuples, ½¼ .
Let us consider the effect of (wrongly!) letting the semantics allow us to take the aggregation into account on , , or, both of these. For , we would obtain the following equation.
The correct result of evaluating the P-view is ´½ ¿¼ µ ´¿ ¿¼ µ .
: Allowing the basic semantics on , i.e., ×× ½ , we would get 
Correctness
The theorem that follows states that the proposed mechanism for accumulating data in shadow relations enables the system to correctly compute P-views.
THEOREM 1
Assume that the AE Û Ð Ø -procedure is used for removing vacuumed data, as described throughout Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Then for all vacuuming specifications Î , databases , P-views È ÜÔ, and times Ø È ÜÔ Ì Ì , the following holds.
Applying the definition of P-views (Definition 6) to the right-hand side of Equation (28) Ù µ, i.e., the criteria used by AE Û Ð Ø , Ù was saved in the shadow relation. Therefore, ÓÚ Ö is the exact set of tuples saved in Ë before time È ÜÔ Ì Ì due to the existence of P-views.
Having chosen ÓÚ Ö like this, we show Theorem 1 in two steps. 
This shows that the physical database achieved by using the shadow relations is contained in the database used in Definition 6. Finally, using induction in the structure of the predicate È Ê , we show implication (31), i.e., that no excess tuple influence the evaluation of the P-view, È ÜÔ.
The two steps prove that choosing ÓÚ Ö as above in Equation (29), a tuple removed from the database by the AE Û Ð Ø procedure (within the lifetime of a P-view) has no influence on the evaluation of the P-view. This shows that the implementation strategy is correct.
Q.E.D.
For the interested reader the detailed proof, containing the proofs of STEP 1) and STEP 2), is presented in Appendix A.
Relationship to Views and Snapshots
Having defined P-views and an accompanying implementation framework, we proceed to illustrate how P-views differ from traditional views and snapshots, and we emphasize the independence of P-views on the specific mechanism chosen for physical deletion. We use the example from Section 2 to explore how the need for physical deletion and the need for summary data may be accommodated simultaneously using existing mechanisms. The available mechanisms are vacuuming in conjunction with either traditional views or snapshots [2] .
First, assume a traditional view is used in place of the P-view. Then the physical deletion mechanism (i.e., vacuuming) needs to be adjusted to enable computing the view correctly; otherwise, the view is affected and information lost when vacuuming occurs (see the example below). To avoid such a loss, new keep specifications may be entered or removal specifications may be changed. However, this is not an attractive solution, since the adjustments tend to be very difficult, involving complicated specifications. Alternatively, the vacuuming will end up very "imprecise," leading to little actual physical removal. Also, the potential for physical removal is compromised, since a correct computation of a traditional view is based on the base relations. Finally, the legal requirements for removing data are not met-the extra data will be retained in the base relations and will be accessible at least to the database administrator. In conclusion, combining vacuuming and traditional views is inadequate.
Example:
Assume the P-view with schema AE Û×Á Î Ì AEÓÇ ×× , specified in Equation (1) is created at time ¿ ¼, and evaluates to ´½ ¿¼ ¿µ ´½ ¿¼ ¾µ ´¾ ¿¼¿ ¾µ ´¿ ¿¼ ¿µ . Assume that the vacuuming specification in Equation (4) takes effect at time ¼¼. At this moment, only tuples having their Î Ì value less than or equal to ( ¼¼ ¿ ) are removed, so no tuples are removed, and the view is intact. But at time ¼, the tuples with Î Ì value less than or equal to ¿¼ are absent. Five tuples are affected (see Figure 1) , and when the view is recomputed, only the five tuples remaining in access will be considered, yielding the resulting relation ´½ ¿¼ ¾µ ´¿ ¿¼ ¿µ . We have thus lost the desired access to summary data.
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As another alternative, assume that a snapshot [2] is used in place of the P-view. The snapshot comprises a static picture of the answer to the query expression at the time of its creation. Even after introducing vacuuming, the snapshot will as desired remain unchanged. The problem is that when a new tuple is inserted into the relation, this tuple will not be reflected in the result. Also, creating the snapshot again will not produce the correct result since data has been vacuumed.
In conclusion, traditional views and snapshots fall short in meeting the application's needs. The proposed P-views aim to meet these unmet needs.
Finally, it is important to observe that P-views are independent of the mechanism chosen for physical deletion. All the framework requires is to be able to "see" a tuple before it is physically deleted. This enables the AE Û Ð Ø algorithm (Definition 7) to apply its decision procedure and possibly place the deleted tuple in the appropriate shadow relation, which then ensures that the P-views are computed correctly.
Summary and Research Directions
Motivated by the need for flexible mechanisms to manage the growing amounts of aged or obsolete data and based on the observation that a wide range of applications-e.g., financial and medical application and applications in e-business and data warehousing-rely on append-only databases, the paper introduces a new kind of view, termed persistent views, or P-views for short.
In append-only databases, deletion has a logical effect only; all past database states are retained, with the result that data volumes grow monotonically. New physical deletion facilities, termed vacuuming, are introduced. P-views are similar to conventional views, with the exception that physical deletions have no effect on P-views. Although definition-wise the difference between regular views and P-views is small, the implications of this difference are profound. We emphasize the following. P-views allow to delete and weed out the detail data while retaining select and aggregate information. P-view enable access to anonymous aggregate informations, when deletion of the detail data is required.
P-views offer access control on detail data.
The paper shows how P-views are quite useful for eliminating bulks of detailed, old, and inaccurate data, while preserving only select or aggregate data. Specifically, one may specify P-views that retrieve the desired, e.g., aggregate, data from the base relations and then physically delete all detailed data from the base relations. In addition, P-views is a general mechanism that has applications beyond the focus of this paper.
When physically deleting base data, it is generally necessary to retain some of this data transparently to the user in order to be able to compute the P-views. The paper proposes a mechanism for accomplishing this retention using so-called shadow relations, thus offering a systematic approach to implementing P-views.
In future research, it would be of interest to further refine the foundation for implementing P-views, since the current foundation retains more data in its shadow relations than is strictly necessary for computing the P-views. Most prominently, projections in P-views are not exploited to retain less data. This may possibly be achieved by introducing multiple shadow relations per base relation; a more radical change would be to abolish the shadow relations altogether and instead use relations that are tied to the individual P-views or subexpressions of P-views. In addition, it would be of interest to prototype the foundation and investigate performance issues relevant to the implementation strategy.
A Proof of Theorem 1
This appendix presents a detailed proof of Theorem 1 according to the outline presented in Section 4.3. To set the stage, first we repeat the theorem. 
This shows that the physical database achieved by using the shadow relations is contained in the database used in Definition 6. The two steps prove that choosing ÓÚ Ö as above in Equation (37), a tuple removed from the database by the AE Û Ð Ø procedure (within the lifetime of a P-view) has no influence on the evaluation of the P-view. This shows that the implementation strategy is correct. In conclusion, STEP 1 follows.
STEP 2)
When proving that all excess tuples on the right-hand side of (38) are disposable for the evaluation of the P-view, we first show the following.
This shows that no tuple in ÓÚ Ö is an excess tuple on the right-hand side of (38). Thus, it narrows the specification of the excess tuples. We use this to show the following property for the excess tuples. 
From property (43) of the excess tuples, we know that this is equivalent to proving (39). Thus, it is equivalent to proving that the predicates È Ê generated using the denotational semantics defined in Section 4 qualify as predicates AE Û Ð Ø can use to correctly choose to store tuples in Ë . The implication above is shown using induction in the structure of the denotational semantics, i.e., the structure in Equations (6)-(27). Of the different steps in the induction, we only show the proof of two base steps and two induction steps. All other steps are either simpler or their proofs follow the same pattern as the ones shown.
Note that we assume the existence of Ö P-views defined before È ÜÔ, but the proof of each step also holds for Ö ¼. Then Equation (13) Recall that the -operator is defined as follows. In conclusion, having the right-hand side of Equation (13) 
Ê Ê Î
Relations. Î is the relation storing information on vacuuming specifications. Ê Î µ Vacuumed relation.´Ê Î µ denotes the relation Ê vacuumed by the specification present in Î .
Database.
Ê Ë Ë
Shadow structures. Ê Ë is the shadow relation for relation Ê, which is used for evaluating P-views on Ê.
Ë denotes the set of shadow relations for the relations in . Selection predicates. Upper-case letters are used for predicates in vacuuming specifications. 
